ISRAEL AIRBASES TOUR

Independence
Day

10-15 APR

SAT 10 We depart from the UK and fly to TEL AVIV. After arriving we meet our local guides who take us
via a couple of aircraft in the city, to our hotel, with views of the TLV arrivals.
SUN 11 We drive straight to HATZERIM, where we watch early training flights from 0900 and spend time
at the fantastic airforce museum. We have a nice relaxing day in the sun; photos of fast jets on approach
are possible from our position. After lunch Hatzerim will get busier, but if the wind is right there is an option
to move to NEVATIM for either F-35 or transport a/c shots. We will have an assistant who will be keeping
us informed about movements at the different bases, during our visits. There are also preserved aircraft
around BEER SHEBA
MON 12 We can visit HATZOR and TEL NOF for todays flying. Also in the area are a Noratlas and a
Mystere at Rehovot.
TUE 13 This morning we hope to have a ramp tour at BEN GURION. We can take ramp shots and visit the
fighter store. In the afternoon we stop at the Museum at RISHON, then we visit the airfield at HERZLIYA.
WED 14 Today is Memorial day. We plan to start in the morning at ATLIT to see the C-46. We then go to
HAIFA Tec school where there are about 20 aircraft, followed by the main airport. In the afternoon we visit
HABONIM
. and nearby GIVAT OLGA for the F-4, MD500 and KFIR.
THU 15 Early startto RAMAT DAVID to beat the queues and get good shots of the static. The flypast is
around noon. After that we head North to the preserved Vautour and Ouragan, and then head back to Tel
Aviv where anyone not going to Ovda get their return flights. Those extending to EILAT continue south, to
our hotel for the night
FRI 16 We depart early to get to our view position at dawn. We expect to be able to
see about 90 aircraft from here.
We return via a DC3 to Tel Aviv for our return flights.
.

We will also take in many preserved aircraft around the area, between stops. There are too
many to list! Our plans our flexible, so we will change our schedule to fit with flying activities
Optional Extention 1 day visit to EILAT to see the compounds of military jets here
We have 1 extra night at a hotel in Eilat.
£125 (£195 in Single room)
Limited to 12 people

Cost: £1395

Deposit: £415

Regional or European
Departures Available

Single Room: £290

Cost includes: Flights and taxes, Ground transportation, Guides, 5/6 nights hotel (Bed & Breakfast)

